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PMPRB regulatory role in context
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The PMPRB is part of a complex regulatory and reimbursement 
ecosystem
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CADTH: Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health
CDR: Common Drug Review

pCODR: pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review
pCPA: Pan-Canadian Pharmaceutical Alliance
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We’ve been consulting since June 2016
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Main problems with current framework

• Our basket of comparators – the PMPRB7 – is made up of premium 
priced countries and includes the US, an international outlier.

• It is based on publicly available list prices, which are increasingly 
divorced from the true price net of confidential rebates/discounts.

• For many high cost drugs, the only factor the PMPRB can consider in 
setting the ceiling price is its public list price in the PMPRB7

• All drugs are subject to the same level of regulatory scrutiny, regardless 
of price/cost and market dynamics. 

• Our only absolute ceiling for existing drugs is highest international price.
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These proposals will bring Canada in line with the policies 
and practices of most other developed countries

Would give the PMPRB the modern tools and information it needs to protect 
Canadians from excessive drug prices:

1. Benchmarking prices against countries that are more like Canada 
economically and from a consumer price protection standpoint

2. Regulating at the level of the actual prices being paid in Canada
and not just the non-transparent manufacturer list prices

3. Considering the value and the overall affordability of a medicine 
when setting the maximum price

Proposed reforms
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Changing the basket of countries

Currently, the PMPRB checks the prices of patented drugs in 7 comparator 
countries to set the ceiling price of a new drug in Canada

The Government is proposing to include additional comparator countries and to 
drop the 2 outliers:

• United States whose drug prices are three times higher than other countries

• Switzerland whose GDP per capita is almost double that of Canada
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Regulating true prices

• When the PMPRB was created, actual prices paid in the market matched 
the public list prices

• Now, as a result of significant discounts and rebates to third-party payers, 
actual prices paid in the market are significantly lower than list prices

• Without access to this information, the PMPRB is unable to set ceiling 
prices that are actually meaningful to payers. 

Current
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Factor Description Comparator countries
using the factor

Pharmacoeconomic
Value

What the drug costs relative to the health benefit it provides 
(i.e. its incremental cost per QALY – aka its “ICER”)
§ The price of a drug must come down if paying for it is 

likely to result in a net loss in total population health 
(because of the displacement of more cost effective 
technologies 

Size of the market

What impact the drug is likely to have on  overall drug 
expenditures because of the number of patients it is expected 
to treat 

§ The price of a drug with a very large market must come 
down to avoid risk of rationing even if its price is 
considered cost effective, and the price of a drug with 
a with a very small market that is not considered cost 
effective can go up (within set parameters) to reduce 
the risk of non-entry

GDP and 
GDP per capita

These factors allow the PMPRB to prioritize its regulatory 
resources and set market size threshold for drugs that are 
most likely to raise affordability issues for public and private 
payers or result in a net loss in population health

Most regulators consider additional factors beyond simply comparing prices paid in 
other countries.

New price review factors
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Source: PMPRB
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Increasing number of EDRDs being introduced

79 EDRDs approved in Canada as of 2018; ½ cancer drugs
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Source: PMPRB
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Non-cancer Cancer

• Median ICER ranges from 229,939 to 536,739, as assessed by CADTH
• 12 EDRDs require a price reduction greater than 75% in order to achieve an ICER of 

$100,000

Most EDRDs are not cost-effective at their submitted prices

Distribution of cost-effectiveness ratios, cancer and non-cancer EDRDs 
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Type of Drug Threshold 

Baseline 
(non EDRD and market size smaller 
than $40M/year)

ICER<$60K/QALY

EDRD Price at <$60K/QALY X 3

Market size larger than $40M/year
Price at <$60K/QALY - 10% reduction for

each additional $10M in revenue 
(to 50% maximum)

Proposed application of new factors
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Why it matters
"Both	Spinraza	and	Zolgensma dramatically	
improve	the	lives	of	children	with	SMA	and	that	of	
their	families,"	…	"However,	the	current	price	of	
Spinraza	far	exceeds	common	thresholds	for	cost-
effectiveness.	The	price	of	Zolgensma is	not	yet	
known,	but	there	has	been	public	discussion	of	
prices	above	commonly	accepted	cost-
effectiveness	thresholds	as	well.	These	treatments	
will	be	covered	by	US	insurers	regardless	of	the	
pricing,	but	the	ripple	effect	of	pricing	decisions	
like	these	threatens	the	overall	affordability	and	
sustainability	of	the	US	health	system."

“While	our	system	can	
absorb	one,	two	or	maybe	
even	dozens	of	high-cost	
drugs,	it	will	collapse	
under	the	weight	of	
hundreds,	no	matter	how	
good	they	are.	At	the	end	
of	the	day,	the	single	most	
important	determinant	of	
access	is	affordability”



What’s next?


